
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
director, customer care. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for director, customer care

Coordinating across 20+ external partners to ensure alignment of capabilities
and release cycles
Leading application development and support vendor identification,
evaluation, and selection to staff project delivery roles that meet delivery
standards across quality, throughput, and budgetaryeturn-on-investment
goals
Own direct accountability for overall project/program delivery of your
capability teams and vendors ensuring the successful execution and delivery
of projects that meet scope, timing, and cost goals
Collaborating with capability and enterprise architects security professionals
to leverage enterprise standards and to drive our application portfolios
toward a simpler, more streamlined and secure set of platforms
Partner with the IT Operations team in the delivery of overall operational
stability of the applications supporting the business group and driving
continued focus on operational excellence and cost optimization
Partnering with enterprise architects to deliver technical innovations and
progressing these ideas from concepts to experiments to scaled models with
focus on flexibility, reuse, and overarching extensibility
Role model BBY leadership expectations by living our values, leading the
team, setting direction and driving results
Identify, motivate, inspire and mentor team members to become business
category experts to drive solutions for business/customer concerns
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Support leader in creating a company-wide culture of customer success

Qualifications for director, customer care

Proven program portfolio management and resource management skills
developed from deep experience
Experience and or certification with COPC, PMI, PMO, Six Sigma, Agile
Scrum
Excellent verbal and written communication skills with the ability to use
influence to achieve results and drive shared success
Strong presentation skills – ability to quickly and clearly relay a story told by
data through visual representation
Ability to maintain composure and delivery in a fast paced and ever changing
environment
5-7 years customer service experience with proven e-commerce success


